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Article 2

jfrom the J£bitor

Seed of Love

tlr"'his issue is dedicate~ to my ~abulous Pro~ethean editorial staff Charlotte, John, Michael, Tun, and Jarrue. They had a real vision
of what they wanted The Promethean to be, and their creativity and
artistry show on every page. In addition, you will find their names as
bylines alongside many of the works in this issue, since they are all
talented artists in their own right.

roy mother's bright smile

Pam VanDenBroek

roy father's gende hug

. ..l.!..-

her comforting fragrance
his protective glance
they laugh and look at one another
i grin and clasp roy hands
so glad they love each other so

So thanks, gang, see you next semester. And best of luck to Charlotte
as she graduates and goes on to new adventures. We'll miss you!

i hear stories in my absence
they frolic in renewed youth
an empty household
daughters gone
no extra dishes
no extra laundry
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litde noise
perhaps a bit of loneliness
they turn to each other
strengthening their bond
i look inside myself
their love is a seed within me
i see its potential
i look up to see them
occupied in each other's eyes
i am no longer a child
but a product of love
soon to bloom
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